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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures have stabilized after yesterday’s volatile session. Here is a recap
from CNBC https://cnb.cx/3hTbRf9 . This is third major pullback from the March lows. Investors continue to
question the timing of an economic recovery. It’s coming, but when is the million (or trillion) dollar question.
Fed Chair Powell and Treasury Secretary Mnuchin will appear before the House today. Expect them both to
grilled on the need for more economic stimulus. Maybe the market selloff was meant to get their attention.
UK PM Boris Johnson is speaking now about new measures to curb virus transmissions. My favorite is that
pubs must close at 10pm. I guess the coronavirus becomes frisky the closer it gets to midnight. It looks like
something curious is happening at the CDC. They posted and reposted versions of virus guidelines on
Monday. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +10.10, 10-Yr Yield: 0.67%.
CORE Headlines:
 Tesla CEO Elon Musk is scheduled to showcase the company's advanced battery technology, with
investors expecting he will outline how the company's electric vehicles will surpass the cost and
convenience of internal combustion engines.-Reuters
 The United States and the United Arab Emirates hope to have an initial agreement on the sale of F-35
stealth fighter jets to the Gulf state in place by December, as the Trump administration studies how to
structure a deal without running afoul of Israel.-Reuters
 U.S. Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell makes the first of three appearances on Capitol Hill this
week to address lawmakers' questions and concerns about the raft of emergency measures the
central bank has taken to blunt the hit to the economy delivered by the coronavirus pandemic.Reuters
 Republicans have objected to government funding bill because it omits $30 billion in aid to farmers.
House & Senate must pass government funding bill by September 30 to avoid a shutdown (this will
not include stimulus).-WaPo
 Republicans appear to have enough support to confirm a new Supreme Court Justice before Election
Day.-NYT
 Fed Chair Powell: Fed to use tools for as long as it takes to ensure strong recovery; economic activity
had picked up. Path ahead is highly uncertain and hinges on virus and polices-TTN
 President Trump stated that China has been living up to the Phase 1 trade deal. Noted that officials
would not adjust the exchange rate with China after what he described as repeated currency
manipulation by China-TTN
 The CDC, which quietly changed its guidance on coronavirus transmission through the air Friday—
saying six feet may not be sufficient to keep people safe and that ventilation was key to easing
transmission indoors—reversed course again Monday, saying a draft version had been posted in
error.-USA
 FDX: The delivery giant’s business is thriving during the Covid-19 pandemic, buoyed by package
volumes comparable to the peak holiday shipping season, but it faces a greater challenge with could
be a record-breaking holiday season.-USA
 UNH, CNC, MOH, HUM, CI, ANTM, HCA, THC: The passing of Ruth Bader Ginsburg hit the managed-care
and hospital sectors Monday, appearing to tilt the scale against the Affordable Care Act ahead of a
constitutional challenge that comes before the Supreme Court on November 10.-IBD
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US retailers are running low on stock ahead of the crucial winter holiday shopping season as
unexpected resilience in consumer spending creates shortages of everything from lines of clothing to
electronic gadgets.-FT
Norway’s sovereign wealth fund, the world’s largest, plans to invest a greater amount in US equities in
what would be its second big shift away from European investments in less than a decade—the move
would reduce equity exposure in Europe from 33 percent to 26.5 percent.-FT
The Kremlin announced that for the first time since 2014, it would spend more to support the Russian
economy than it does for funding its armed forces in a bid to counter the effects of ongoing low oil
prices and western sanctions, as well as the pandemic.-FT
Goldman Sachs’ three merger heads are stepping aside as the firm looks to pass a key business to the
next generation.-WSJ
The cruise industry has outlined the steps it would take to protect people on board ships amid the
pandemic.-WSJ

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Visual Capitalist: 29 Psychological tricks to make you buy more https://bit.ly/2ZXEZMh
 Vice: The Italian Mafia is on TikTok https://bit.ly/3claXa1
 CNBC: Elon Musk sent an email to employees about Q3 production numbers https://cnb.cx/3iTLHKG
 NY Post: 6 men in Oregon accused of starting devastating wildfires https://bit.ly/3iRvCFo
Charts from The Daily Shot:
US household net worth rose sharply last quarter (biggest quarterly gain since 1952) as the stock
market recovered.
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The expiration of the $300/week unemployment benefits this month will reverberate through the
economy.

Source: BCA Research
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Job-related online search activity remains below last year’s levels.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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Has the US dollar bottomed?

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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FANG stocks are at the 50-day moving average.

some updates on small-cap stocks.
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• Unprofitable companies are becoming a large component of the market.

Source: BofA Securities
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• Small-cap stocks tend to outperform during an economic recovery …

Source: BofA Securities

and when credit spreads tighten.

Source: BofA Securities
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Volatility is expected to remain elevated even after the elections. Everyone is hedged for an election debacle.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs
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The Bitcoin – gold correlation hit the highest level in years.
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Have diamond prices bottomed?

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Brent held resistance at the 200d moving average.

US natural gas has cratered in recent days.
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Most and least affordable US cities:
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Source: US CARES Unempl Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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